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Cat runs away from me at night

I know it's not the answer you don't want to hear, but your cat can run away from you just because your cat doesn't want to be pet, picked up, stroked or anything else that you do as you approach your furbaby The good news? You change this behavior and get your cat to have a cuddle bug or at least stay with you and don't walk away
from reading.. The Worst Feeling Is, When Your Own Cat Won't Stay With You &amp; Always Runs Away From You It's Disturbing Right? I mean, you love you so much Kitty, but she keeps running away from you every time you want to pet her or just with her you start doubting yourself I'm a good Cat parent? Did I do something wrong?
Does my cat just not like me? The answer to these questions are You're a good Cat Parent (Otherwise you wouldn't be reading this article) You've done nothing wrong (But you could probably start doing things that will help your cat stay with you) Your Cat does love you (It may take time if she's new or just a Kitten) So in this article we'll
probably go through several reasons why your cat may be running away from you (It may take time if she's new or just a Kitten) You I'll show you different ways of how to get your Cat to stay with you and build that bond with you which is pretty much the ultimate goal So let's dive straight into Cats can be very unpredictable A minute you
pet them and they cuddle with you Suddenly they walk away from you When your cat runs away from you there are several ways to prevent them from running away from you and Stay With You Here's the Best Part This article will help you build that strong connection with your Cat It requires patience Love and some positive
reinforcements Let's go straight to it Your Cat is probably running away from you because they might not want to be pet, picked up or what your cat thinks you might do that they won't know this is the answer you don't want to hear , but we're going to address this problem How do you get your cat to stop running away from you? Look You
need to show your cat that staying with you is something positive You need to make sure you make it a positive experience every time your Cat is near you The way to do this is Cat Treats Give your Cat a treat every time you call him By doing this , your Cat will associate a good positive feeling when they are with you and will probably
stay with you Try and be consistent by doing this and show your Cat that being around you is cool and he will get a treat for it soon, he will just come for you but be prepared because he will want a treat! Reward your cat When your cat starts to gradually stay with you, reward your cat. Again, with treats or just praise him or pet him. Make
your Cat feel positive around you always keep a low voice praising as Cats can get scared with a loud voice Cats love loves (Juts like us we Stick Around Near Your Cat When They're Busy So What Does This Mean? Let me explain if your cat is very jumpy and walks away every time you get near him then approach your cat if they are
distracted For example When they eat their dinner Go stand next to your cat and make no sudden movements. Stay still and just lurking around Let your cat know it's okay with you around him Do this often Let your cat get used to the fact that you're not a threat or there's nothing to be afraid about if you're around You repeat this process
when they take a nap If you see your cat sleeping on the couch then just go near him and sit there or stand by him Your Cat can wake up and look at you, but if you still do then he will probably go back to sleep Just stay there for a minute or two and then let do this often because your cat gets the idea that you just stand or sit there if you
are close to them. Your Cat will feel at ease and let you get close to him You get the idea that your Cat is used to you and trusts you because your Cat's hesitation is no longer there. Once you have achieved this confidence with your Cat, you now start to walk to him but slowly when they are just sitting there doing nothing. Just walk to
your Cat Stand there for a few minutes then just let this do a few times Your Cat will then stop running away from you once you've established that confidence with your cat once you walk to them Show your Cat that if you go to them something really nice is going to happen and that's where giving treats come in or reward them as I've said
before Why Has My Cat Run Away From Me When Playing My Tigger does this too He will play for a while and then just walk away I wouldn't worry too much about it It could just be a cat thing Another possible reason could be your cat may just want to give itself time out and basically run away and want to play his own space now or
maybe your cat just bored with the same toy You try another toy and Look if your cat wants to play Teige y toy goes crazy over a laser! Make sure you are responsible at shining a laser – avoid getting it into your cats eyes Another thing, let your cat catch the laser! Wrapping It Up Don't be too worried if your cat runs away from you
especially if your cat is new to you This is something that happens in the beginning I remember when I first got my cat, he wouldn't come anywhere near me No matter what I did he would just stay away from me , but gradually as time went by my cat became accustomed to me and my family and now he is such a cuddly cat now He is a
round Cat now (Loves sleeping and chilling on our lap) He will be looking for every opportunity So the most important thing is that you patience must show them some love love Affection How do you show them love? You look at my article on How do you tell your cat you love them They are some great tips in this article and will really help
you build that connection with your Cat Work by them and show your cat how much you love them! Once you get your cat to stay next to you for a while Play with your cat Do nice things together Show your cat you're a cute cat parent! Here's an article I wrote about several fun things to do with your cat Fun things to do with your cat I
personally think it's important to understand our cats What they say Why they're angry or happy or they're hungry They're family straight so we need to treat them like our little babies This is important to build that relationship with them when you're dead serious on becoming the best Cat parent out there and you want to learn how to speak
to your cat and understand, what they say to us Basically you want to build that strong bond and connection The I would really recommend to watch Cat Language Bible This is a guide that teaches you everything you need to know about how to connect with your cat What I like about this guide is , you will learn how to actually
communicate with your Cat how we communicate with our children You will learn how to have a real conversation with them! You probably think - How can you have a conversation with your cat? But you and scientific research backs that there was research done on how cats have evolved especially domestic Cats They have learned to
understand our words and what we say to them You learn more about all this by clicking here This guide is a must have for ALL Cats parents You also read my Cat Language Bible Review Ever on the way to a cat, had her take a look at you, then watched her sway herself walking in the opposite direction? You're really not alone. Now, if
it's your cat in question, and she only does this sometimes – especially if she's touching, tapping, or even hitting you with her paw just before scurrying out, you're probably experiencing a harmless catch me if you can dare: an ace to try to play you. Kong Kitten Kickeroo Catnip Kick Toy – Amazon/Chewy In cases like this, pick up an
exercise toy like the Cat Dancer Cat Charmer and get started – your feline overlord has some things she needs you to take care of. The situation is a little different if your cat or kitten keeps running away from you - consistently. Every time you go after her, she runs. Cats are fickle creatures, and while there's no doubt that we humans
keep them to pieces, it can feel more than a little hurtful when our own live-in furries give us the cold shoulder. That being said, contrary to how a flying cat might make you feel, this all too often feline behavior is not an indication of your hate or even hate you. What's the indication? You've got some training to do! And it's actually a lot
easier than you think! Let's start at the beginning ... Why is my cat running away from me? You wouldn't like the answer, but I'm sure you already understand on some level why your cat flees every time you come near or even a room. Your cat is probably running away from you because it's not a fan of pet, picked up, or whatever it thinks
you could do to it if you're really around. If you make a move toward a cat, it's 100% going dart away when it thinks what's next is something it won't enjoy. But I want to pet my cat. Can I say that my cat likes to be more of a pet? Yes, you absolutely teach your cat to like pet more. It's all about a slow, stable process, but it's actually very
easy to turn your cat into a more cuddly version of itself. How? Take a look at some of the tips I've posted here. Do I think it's possible to help each cat transform into a cuddly-loving lap cat? No. But I think you have to make significant progress and train every cat to be happier than she currently is with hugs, petting, and general affection
than before you trained her. But first things. Before you teach your cat to snuggly, you're going to have to convince her to stop running away from you every time you start taking steps toward her – that's a separate training process in itself. Let's start with that... How can I train my cat to stop running away from me? Getting a cat to stop
running away from you is a two-step process: 1. Training your cat to be good with you coming close. Get your cat to initially trust you to be next to him or her by being alone repeatedly near your cat without interacting with your cat at all. 2. Train your cat to be content to communicate with you after you've come close. Let your cat get used
to the idea that coming near interaction isn't always a bad thing by cycling through different types of interactions every time you come close – many of which are overwhelmingly positive and rewarding for your cat. Obviously I'll be more into the depth and parts of the play-by-play process that you need to use below, so keep reading if this
is something you feel you want to do. Step 1: Train your cat to find it okay to get close. The first hurdle you have to overcome with a cat that always runs away can be a pretty big problem, because it's a bit of a catch 22. You don't prove that you're not going to be annoying if you get up close and personal when you Once near your cat to
prove that to him or her, because every time you try, he or she walks away. The solution? Work around your cat, approach when he or she is busy with something else - like sleeping or eating. Put your cat's caterpillar down for dinner. While he or she distracted, literally sitting next to him or her or sitting. Remember, don't touch or even
contact your cat at all. Just sit there, hands hidden behind your back, held together in front of you, or as you sit, in your lap. If you are a particularly volatile cat and you sit or stand right next to the food bowl, your cat is probably not wanting to go near dinner at first, but the allure of food when a belly rumbles, and the fact that you've stayed
without moving or making an effort to get too close for a while will convince kitty it's okay to come and eat. Repeat this process when you feed your cat, and if you are interested in giving a few snacks throughout the day (make sure to use this trick to avoid overfeeding!) do the same. Put the snack down, sit near your cat, linger until he or
she has eaten and left, and in the meantime do not move or touch your cat. You do the same with naps. Kitty dozed off in the corner? Go near your cat and sit or stand by him or her. Your cat is likely to wake up and take a look at you, but if you still do and do nothing, is likely to return to sleep in no time. Stay close for a minute or two then
leave. Do these things over and over and your cat will be perfectly satisfied to let you come close because he or she will assume that you will just stand or sit nearby and not try to communicate when you do. Tell you that you've started to gain confidence with your cat as there's no longer a hesitation waltzing over to the food bowl, even
with you standing there. Once you have this basic level of confidence, slowly start walking near your cat when he or she is not distracted. Like when he or she is doing nothing, hanging in a cat tree, or whatever else your cat can do. Walk up to your cat, stand there for a few minutes and then just leave. Do this more and more often and
your cat will stop running away from you as you walk towards him or her. Trixie Minou Cuddly Cave Cat Bed – Amazon / Chewy Step 2: Train your cat to be happy with you after you've come close. To keep this step, your goal is to teach your cat that: You come close doesn't always mean something it thinks is going to happen annoyingly.
When you get close, sometimes something very beautiful happens. How can you convince your cat? When you're near your cat, walk to him or her nicely and slowly, then when you're around, mix things up! For the next few weeks, walk up to your cat at random times and do something different on this list, cycling through a variety of
different actions so you don't repeat the same thing too often: Go near your cat and just sit near (not next to) or hair. Walk up to your cat and offer your cat to sniff your hand. Walk up to your cat, pull a treat out of your pocket, and place it right in front he or she. Go to your cat while he or she eats and stroke him or her gently. Go near your
cat and sit next to him or her without moving or making an attempt to communicate. Walk up to your cat, pull a treat out of your pocket and encourage him or her to eat the treat out of your hand. Go near your cat and give him or her a very short, sweet, painless little pet on the back. Walk up to your cat and offer some catnip that you've
taken out of your hand. I'd come up with a few more, but at this point I'm sure you'll get the idea. Make sure you sprinkle really happy and rewarding things for your cat (let's face it, which pretty much all have to do with eating snacks) with a lot of neutral things like walking up to your cat and not interacting, as well as some potentially
slightly annoying things like pet or touched. Eventually, your cat will learn to let you come close on the off chance that something really good will happen, and because most of the time, nothing too annoying happens. Spend as much time as you mix things up, and if you want your cat to be okay with pet for a little longer, pet for a little
longer every time you approach and it happens to pet time. The next steps forward Once your cat stops walking away from you, you slowly teach your cat to be a lot more snuggly, and to be satisfied enough to be a pet. I've written a full article on how to do this here, so if that's something you're interested in doing, you check that. You also
teach your cat to be good with being picked up, which could be especially useful in case for whatever reason you need to move your cat from one room to the next, or something in that direction. I don't have an article on this topic yet, but I'll be working on one soon and will commit to it from this article once it's done. Have you ever tried
encouraging a cat to stop running away? Have you ever met a volatile cat that runs away from virtually all people? What about a cat that ran away from houseguests or specific family members? Has this behavior ever changed in the cat's life? If so, how did the change happen? Have you tried to build trust by training a cat it would be
good when you came close, or did you just leave the cat for long enough for it to trust you? If it was the latter - how long did it take for the cat's behavior to change? Would hear your experiences in the comments! Comments!
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